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THANK YOU FOR YOUR ADOPTING INSTEAD OF BUYING
With this letter you will find the Pre adoption form which also explains what is required for adoption
and the fees. If everything is do-able then the other adoption forms can be filled out COMPLETELY
and brought with you when you visit the animal or emailed to tehorse@aol.com. Some animals are
at the farm in Chichester, the satellite location in Nottingham or in a caregivers home. PLEASE be
sure to check where the animals are located before going to visit. Visits are by appointment only
except at the farm in Chichester NH which they can be visited during the tour every Sunday at 2;30
PM when pups are available. Please wear clothing and footwear appropriate for the season. The tour
is a walking tour.
Whether you are a person ........who “has to meet the dog or pup in person” or........who “knows
which one is the one without visiting” the only way it can be held is with THE NON REFUNDABLE
DEPOSIT. Pups are adopted on a first come first put a deposit on basis. Pups born in NH cannot
be seen until they are 5 weeks old. Pups born out of state will not be in NH until they are at least
9 weeks old. Pups and moms cannot not be adopted out until they have been checked by our vet
and given a NH Health Certificate
A pre-adoption form and deposit can be put on a pup or mom at any age or time whether in NH
or being fostered in another state. Please check first to see if it is available by going to Petfinder.com.
All adoption forms tare available on Live and Let Live Farm Rescue web site...liveandletlivefarm.org
page, have been emailed to you or given to you needs to be filled out COMPLETELY. No exceptions.
Failure to completely fill out all of the forms or provide the listed information required on the
Pre-adoption form can be a reason to be denied adoption. These policies are for everyone.
Please keep in mind that we are all VOLUNTEERS and a lot of us with volunteering. The care of
all of the animals at LLLFR takes first priority above all else so sometimes we are not always able
to get right back to you. We believe the animals will go to who they are supposed to.
Pups and Adults are adopted ON A FIRST COME FIRST PUT A DEPOSIT ON BASIS.. The $50.00
deposit is a commitment from you to adopt this dog/pup or kitten/cat and for LLLFR to start the
adoption process. With this deposit no one else can adopt this pup or dog unless you are not
approved for adoption. So please be sure that you can afford it and you and your family are
ready to make this animal a life long (their life) commitment and not a spur of the moment
decision. All animals deserve a permanent commitment from the humans that adopt them.
Animals are not throw away.
Mama’s with unborn pups or litters of pups are quarantined in the south for 14 days. If they have
any illnesses most will show themselves in that time. They are vetted given required vaccinations, a
no parasites seen in fecal test and negative heart worm test. They will then be given a Health
Certificate from the sending state(which states the pup or adult is free of contagious disease and is
healthy).This is USDA and NH law.
Puppies should not be taken out in to the public until they have had their 12 week shots including
rabies. If you take them to be fitted for a collar or harness practice no paws on the ground before
12 weeks. Small bred pups should be trained to walk on a leash and be a dog and not carried like
a child. Constantly carrying them puts them at eye level and into protection mode. You will
end up with a nasty snappy adult.
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